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Zanmi Lasante Hospital | Cange, Haiti
ADVISORS 
DAVID ALLISON, BYRON EDWARDS, DEBORAH WINGLER, EMILY MCGOWAN
Located in Cange, Haiti the Zanmi Lasante Hospital is a local hospital 
that was established in 1985 by the Partners in Health healthcare 
system. It served as the primary hospital for over 25 years in the 
Central Plateau. 
In 2013 Partners in Health opened a large state-of-the-art teaching 
hospital, Hôpital Universitaire de Mirebalais (HUM), in the neighboring 
town of Mirebalais located 30 minutes from Cange. As a result, many 
medical services and resources were moved out of Cange, and the 
increased number of patients traveling to HUM for care has resulted 
in overcrowding. To minimize this burden Zanmi Lasante hopes to 
renovate and upgrade its two existing operating rooms.
The A+H and CEDC team were tasked to come up with a solution to 
update and manage this process as the existing Operating Rooms are 
currently out of service due to inadequate conditions and for failing to 
meet minimal standards of safety. The work conducted this semester 
could lead to a viable solution for an operating room and surgical suite.  
In doing so, the project has the potential to greatly increase the quality 
of life of locals living in the Central Plateau through the design of safe 
surgical facilities. 
CONTEXT CURRENT CONDITIONS DESIGN SCOPE
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Limiting CMU Block Construction
Irregular Load Transferring Elements
OBJECTIVES
1 IDENTIFICATION OF BEST PRACTICE AND INDUSTRY STANDARD EXAMPLES
2
ON-SITE FACILITY ASSESSMENT AND ENVIRONMENT 
SURVEY OF THE EXISTING SURGICAL SUITE AND SITE 
CONDITIONS
3 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING OPERATIONAL FACILITATORS AND BARRIERS
FEASIBILITY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS WITHIN ZANMI 
LASANTE4
Increase Capacity

















































• Expanded Pre/Post Op area    
• Direct access from OR to Pre/Post Op   
• Larger patient/family waiting    
• Clearer patient staff circulation & flow
• Extending public corridor
• Increased staff work area










Enhance Treatment Care Areas
4
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DESIGN GOALS DESIGN RESPONSE
IMPROVE INTERVENTIONS






THE EXISTING CONDITIONS DO NOT MEET MINIMAL 
STANDARDS OF SAFETY
DEVELOP DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN 
ENVIRONMENT THAT SUPPORTS SAFE, QUALITY CARE AND 
INCREASES THE CONDITIONS OF THE OPERATING ROOM AND 






2ND LEVEL LOAD BEARING ELEMENTS
2ND LEVEL NON-LOAD BEARING ELEMENTS
3RD LEVEL LOAD BEARING ELEMENTS






Movable floor mounted 









Phase 3 is the preferred 
scope that provides a 
more comprehensive OR 
suite with the opportunity 
for increased capacity.
Phase 2 is an 
intermediate scope that 
provides the flexibility 
for two OR’s and larger 
Radiology services. 
Phase 1 is the minimal 
scope that provides the 




• Two functional universal OR’s
• Centralized scrub sink
• Separated public/private entry
• Designated sterilization area
• Designated staff change
• Relocated and expanded radiology
Opportunities
• Designated Pre/Post Op (5 beds)
• Single functioning OR
• Improved OR & Pre/Post Op adjacencies
Opportunities
• Radiology Patient Cross    
 Traffic through Pre/Post Op
Constraints





























MAIN LOAD BEARING LINE
